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Intellimatch Cross Reference Features and Notes 

SiTime’s Intellimatch cross reference provides a quick and automated way to find equivalent SiTime 
oscillators. Simply input one or more competitor oscillator part numbers using either the single or bulk 
search mode. 

Single Search 
To cross a single part number, type or paste the part number into the Competitor’s Part Number field 
and hit the Search button to initiate the search (see Figure 1). After the search is completed, one or 
more of the following results will appear. 

Result Messages 

1. SiTime part number with no additional notes  

This indicates the SiTime part number is a full pin-to-pin and functional equivalent for a 

competitor’s part number. 

2. SiTime part number(s) with note stating “Best performance”  

This indicates the SiTime part number is a full pin-to-pin and functional equivalent for a 

competitor’s part number but an alternative is proposed to offer a better performing device or 

one which could be more cost effective and still fit the application. 

3. SiTime part number(s) with note stating “Please check …” (any parameter could be in place of 

…, for example VDD, package size, etc.) 

This indicates the SiTime device is not a full pin-to-pin and/or functional equivalent for a 

competitor’s device. Check the parameter(s) mentioned to understand if the difference 

between the devices is acceptable for an application. The “Best performance” message may still 

appear denoting there is a better performing device within the parts proposed. 

4. Messages stating “Invalid part number”  

This indicates that the input part number is either not supported by the tool or doesn’t match 

the datasheet part number scheme. Verify the part number against the datasheet part number 

scheme and make corrections as needed. If the resulting message continues to show “Invalid 

part number”, contact SiTime support for assistance. A corresponding contact button will 

appear on the page. 

5. Message stating “No result”  

This indicates that the input part number cannot be crossed by the tool. Contact SiTime support 

for assistance. 
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Figure 1. Single search mode 

 

Bulk Search 

Bulk search mode (see Figure 2) provides an efficient way to cross multiple part numbers. Begin by clicking 
Bulk Search under Search Method near the top. Input the competitor part numbers by uploading an XLSX 
file (see Figure 3 for the file example). The part numbers need to be organized into a single column and 
the starting cell of that column has to be specified.  

The results are returned in an XLSX file with an added column(s) for SiTime part numbers. The file will 
also contain a column(s) for notes if any are generated (see Figure 4). For a description of the notes, see 
the Results Messages section on the previous page. The number of added columns will vary for different 
input part numbers as they may have a different number of equivalent SiTime parts. For non-crossed 
part numbers, a corresponding message will be added.  

Bulk search mode is available only to logged-in registered users of the SiTime website. 
 

Important Note: Bulk search does not accept files with more than 200 part numbers. Files with  more 
than 200 line items must be divided and processed separately. 
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Figure 2. Bulk search mode 
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Figure 3. Bulk search input file example 
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Figure 4. Bulk search output file example 

 

SiTime’s online Intellimatch Cross Reference is located at https://www.sitime.com/intellimatch-cross-
reference. 
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